
 Pencil or Marker

 Measuring Tape

 Screwdriver

Parts List

 Cordless Shade

 Mounting Brackets

 Hex Screws

 Wall Anchors Mounting Surface Fastener

How to Install

Solar Screen Roller Shade 

 Brackets (B) will be

mounted to the wall outside

the window frame. Use a

tape measure to measure

the exact width of the shade

(A) and mark the edges.

 Measure in 2" from the

markings and 1/2" above

the opening of the window

frame or window molding.

If using a 3rd bracket (B),

make a 3rd mark exactly

center of outside marks.

 Brackets (B) must be

mounted perfectly

horizontal, so use a level to

ensure your markings are

level.  

 Use a 1/16" drill bit to drill

a hole for each screw

location. 

 Screw the brackets (B) into

place with the provided

screws (C). To ensure a

secure mount, wall anchors

(D) or expansion bolts (not

provided) may be needed.

 Continue to "Installing the

Shade"

For Outside Mount

 
Mounting the Brackets

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Your shade may be installed

on the roof of your

windowsill or to the plastic

casing of your window (if

the latter, follow "For

Outside Mount"

instructions)

 Measure 2" from edge of

window frame and mark

with your pen or pencil.

 Hold bracket (B) to

markings and set it flush to

outside edge of window

frame and mark where your

screws (C) will go. Use a

level to ensure brackets (B)

are aligned and level across

width of the window. 

 Use a 1/16" drill bit to drill

a hole for each screw (C)

location. 

 Screw the brackets (B) into

place. To ensure a secure

mount, wall anchors (D)

may be needed.

 Continue to "Installing the

Shade"

For Inside Mount 

Mounting the Brackets

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Drywall, Plaster

Metal

Wood

Wall Anchors (Provided),

Expansion Bolts (Not Provided)

Sheet Metal Screws
(Not Provided)

No. 6 Hex Head Screws
(Provided)

 Level

 Power Drill

1/16" Drill Bit

Bracket Chart

Tools Needed

Brackets

Up to 42"

42" to 72"

Shade Width

2

3

1



 Find the groove at the top of

the headrail (A). Hold the

shade so the front is facing

you. 

 Rest the groove inside the

top hook on bracket (B). 

 Push the shade (A)

backwards until it catches

onto the back of the bracket

(B) and snaps into place.

You'll hear an audible

"click" when the headrail

(A) is securely in place.

 To remove, insert a

screwdriver into the hole on

the bracket's bottom tab and

push tab back.

Installing the Shade
(Same for Outside and Inside Mount)

1.

2.

3.

4.

 The lift speed has been

preset, however you may

make adjustments according

to your preference.

 The tension adjuster is

located on the left side of

the headrail. If your shade is

mounted on the inside of

your window frame, remove

the shade to access the

mechanism.

 Lower the shade to any

length and lock into place.            

1.

2.

3.

To Raise

Grasp the bottom bar and tug

downward quickly. The shade

will automatically stop at

upper limit, or you may raise

to an intermediate height and

then tug downward to lock into

desired position.

The shade has been preset

to automatically stop at the

top of the headrail. You

may adjust it to stop at a

lower point.

 The Stop Point adjuster is

located on the right side of

the headrail. If your shade is

mounted on the inside of

your window frame, remove

the shade to access the

mechanism.

1.

2.

To Lower

Lower the shade by grasping

the bottom bar and pulling

straight down to your desired

height. If required, give a small

tug downward to lock into

position. 
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Intermediate 
Height

How to Adjust the Lift Tension

2

Operating the Shade

How to Adjust the Stop Point

TENSION


